Professional training
The approximately 550 m² PPG
training centre is located near
PPG´s factory in Salzkotten.
Here we offer our national
and international customers,
partners, distributors and

employees the opportunity
to be trained hands on with
installed
and
operational
product. In separate training
rooms we provide theoretical
knowledge under modern

conditions. Customer events
such as in-house exhibitions,
seminars and product trainings
will be held there at regular
intervals.

Comprehensive service working closely with our customers
We offer a range of services
tailored to individual customer
needs and place particular
focus on a smooth process
from the very start. To meet all
customers demands, we have
a team of trained specialists

in the areas of mechanics,
electronics and hydraulics as
well as skills in the wide field of
modern planning technology.
Installation and maintenance
are carried out by our
experienced and intensively

trained local partners.
In
special situations, we are also
able to provide additional
world wide support through
our pool of ‘flying technicians’.

Our customer service at a glance
Guarantee through after-sales-service contracts
Security for you and your property - everything from one source!
Short lead-times
Extensive after-sales-service
Inspection and maintenance according to ASR 1.7
Professional training and product launches

Perimeter Protection Group

- safe & secure!

PPG Distributor took home “Product of the Year Award” at Security 2013 in Sydney
“Winners were chosen on the basis of innovation, originality and the potential benefits the product provides to the overall security
industry. Ezi Security’s Ezi Elkosta M50 Bollard was selected for its unique design and practicality. With the world’s first integrated
hydraulic drive unit, this is sure to be a game-changing technology that ensures superior quality while minimizing cost and labor
overhead traditionally associated with bollards”.
Kylie Mc Rorie, Exhibition Manager, Security 2013 Exhibition, Sydney, Australia

PPG provides comprehensive security for RWE
„While searching for suitable gate systems for our new pump workshop, the concept of the Perimeter Protection Group was convincing.
The PPG gate systems facilitate the flexible adaptation to respective applications. That really met our planning!”
Andre Pochert, Project Manager RWE Power

Professional training centres
“I do believe presenting products for your clients to come touch, look and feel the quality of equipment in the high security space like
PPG offers in their training centres is imperative for the end users to be able to truly compare products. This definitely shows PPGs pride
and commitment to their products.”
Troy Donnelly, Managing Director of EZI Security Systems from Australia

Worldwide references
Akershus Castle Oslo

Dubai Tower (Burj Khalifa)

Nuclear Power Plants Switzerland

Aramco, Riyadh

Embassies and Ministries in Berlin

Nuclear power Plants UK

Army Base in RAK

Finnish Parliament, Helsinki

OMPI Geneva

Australian Embassies

German Embassies

Qipco Tower, Doha

Bank of Ghana

Government Kazakhstan

Saudi Arabian Embassies

Bank of Oman

Government Norway, Oslo

Swedish Parliament, Stockolm

Banque de France

HBOS Kilmartin, Glasgow

Uno Wien

BKS Cash Handling Copenhagen

HBOS Tweed House Edinburgh

US Airforce Ramstein

British Embassies/High Commissions

Hungarian Parliament

US Embassies

Kuwait Oil Company

Ministry of Finance, Oslo

US Military Camp Novo Selo

Canadian Embassies

Norwegian Broadcasting Marienlyst

US Military Grafenwöhr

Christiansborg Copenhagen

Nuclear Power Plants France

US Patton Barracks, Heidelberg

City Hall Oslo

Nuclear Power Plants Germany

US Shopping Center Wiesbaden
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Certified for your security!

Perimeter Protection Group
Safe & secure!

www.perimeterprotection.net

Zertifizierter
Fachbetrieb

Local manufacturer with global competence
As a manufacturer of products
and systems for perimeter
security we offer our customers
solutions for a variety of areas.
With over 65 years of experience,

companies in seven countries
and worldwide distributors it is
our aim to offer everything from
one source - from individual
products through to complete

security concepts. And we meet
the highest demands - this is our
promise to our customers!

resistant and durable in different
climate zones, we apply a special
coating process that makes our
products virtually resistant to
external influences.
Among
others we provide you with the
elkosta TRI-PROTECT® process, an

additional quality feature of our
products - of course according
to the applicable DIN standards.
Also in terms of environmental
compatibility our solvent-free
applications achieve plus points!

Salzkotten

Modern production
In our production site in
Salzkotten, in the northwestern
part of Germany we produce
high quality products „Made
in Germany“, which are used
worldwide. To ensure that our
products are highly weather

elkosta TRI-PROTECT® at a glance
Long term - corrosion protection coating according to DIN 55633 corrosion protection C5,
high durability (> 15 years) and C5-industrial and marine atmosphere,
medium durability (5-15 years)
Coating system was salt spray tested for approx. 2000h without loss of
surface protection according to DIN 50021
Blasted according to DIN 12944-4 in class SA 2.5

Quality from conviction
We
conduct
construction
analyses based on advanced
computer simulations of realistic
extreme loads to optimise
manufacturing tolerances, cost

and reliability of all components.
Afterwards
our
products
undergo real long-term stress
tests e.g. on our in-house testing
field. Before leaving our factory

all our products are subjected
to
substantial
operational
inspection such as a force
measurement for gates!

DIN EN ISO 9001

certified for highest quality!

Comprehensive quality management
We choose to undergo both
internal audits and external
inspections carried out by
multiple independent experts.
As a result, we can prove

the constant quality of our
products and the efficiency of
our processes. Therefore our
company is of course DIN EN ISO
9001 certified, in order to ensure

own, constant quality control
and other services through a
modern quality management
system.

Certified products to be proud of
We prove the continuous quality
and especially the mandatory
safety of our products always
with appropriate certifications
to ensure reliable security for
our customers. Therefore all
electrically operated gates

meet the latest European
safety standards including EN
13241-1 and are also type
tested by German TUV. Our
outdoor monitoring systems are
certified by the BHE (German
association of manufacturers

and installers of security
systems). We are proud of the
high quality and safety of our
products and therefore protect
them by registered trademarks.

Real crash tests for real security
Today the security market is
facing increasing competition
from
manufacturers
of
uncertified
or
non-crash
tested products. Evidence of
compliance
with
required
crash rating is often given by
presenting faked certifications

or self-certifications on the basis
of static calculations instead of
a valid crash test certification.
But only a real crash test can
ultimately prove the resistance
to the applied impact load and
thus ensure compliance as per
the required level of security!

Security

Therefore elkosta High Security
products are crash-tested and
certified according to American
Standard ASTM F2656/DOS,
British Standard PAS 68, and/or
International Standard IWA 14-1!

people can rely on

